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Malta, perched between Europe and North Africa,
has historically been influenced by a succession
of world powers yet has maintained an identity of
its own and has long enjoyed an importance far
beyond its small size and population.Malta's medical tradition dates back to the
world-famous order of St John's Knights Hospi
tallers and the Medical School has long-standing
links with the United Kingdom. Its medical quali
fication (MD)has had automatic recognition by
the General Medical Council. The island has
exported several doctors to the UK, many of
whom now hold career posts in various speciali
ties.

Unfortunately, the Maltese medical profession
endured 15 years of political conflict under a
Labour government during which rifts were
created within the medical profession and Malta
lost automatic recognition of its MD. Only
recently has this been regained and the Medical
School has been repairing the damage done.
In 1989 the Postgraduate Committee held its
First Maltese Medical School Conference which
included psychiatric contributions. In 1991 the
Medical Association of Malta hosted the 43rd
World Medical Assembly where there was a
declaration on adolescent suicide.

Psychiatry in Malta
The history of institutional psychiatry in Malta
has been well documented by the Maltese
medical historian, P. Cassar (Cassar, 1949) and
has been traced back to the 16th century. In
1575 the Holy Infirmary in Valletta had a room
especially reserved for insane patients. When
they became violent they were removed to the
basement wards with windows into the adjacent
street. Passers-by looking through these win
dows could tease and excite patients to the pointof fury earning the street the name of 'street of
lunatics'.

Malta's present mental institution. Mount
Carmel Hospital, was built in 1853. It was tobe built "on the most approved modern plans"
(Cassar, 1949) yet it was later discovered to be an
exact replica of Wakefield Asylum in England
which had been built in 1818, and there are
serious doubts as to whether the architect was
truly an architect.

Malta and its sister island Gozo, with their
population of 350,000, are thus served by this
700-bedded mental institution, a ten-bedded
seven-day unit in the general hospital in Malta,
and an almost purely custodial 20-bedded
hospital in Gozo.

Although Mount Carmel Hospital has under
gone a number of improvements it remains
essentially an asylum containing mainly chronic,
institutionalised patients. Most of the wards are
locked, the sexes segregated and with a leavesystem not unlike the old 'hospital parole',
'ground parole' and 'town parole' system.

Specialist and community services
Malta finds itself lagging behind Britain and
other countries in grappling with the challenges
of sub-specialisation and community psychiatry
while burdened with the heritage of an outdated
asylum and its institutionalised inmates. Al
though Malta has a ten-bedded high turnover
acute unit in the general hospital, this pro
vides minimal remedial therapy beyond rest and
psychotropic medication and there is nothing
between this short-stay unit and the locked
acute admission wards at Mount Carmel
Hospital.

On the positive side, the outlook is towards
community psychiatry. However, the only sig
nificant move in this direction consists of four
sectorised, health centre based out-patient
clinics with no true community psychiatric
nurses due to nurse shortages.

Staffing
Medical and related staffing levels are far below
UKrecommended norms and very low even if one
accepts more recent trends away from norms
towards informed estimation of provision
(Hirsch, 1988). Staffing operates on a traditional
firm system made up of consultant, senior regis
trar, senior house officer, house officer and
multidisciplinary team comprising clinical psy
chologist, social worker, occupational therapist
and nursing staff. In reality, senior registrars
and adequately trained senior house officers are
in short supply because several are training
abroad so that the department has to utilise
inexperienced house officers. There is also a
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Malta's present mental institution. Mount Carmel

Hospital, built in T853.

severe shortage of properly trained nurses, occu
pational therapists and clinical psychologists.

Training
Medical undergraduate psychiatric training is of
a high standard and high quality graduates are
attracted into psychiatry. There is a regular clini
cal case conference and journal club training
programme, and rotation of trainees. Malta hasone year's recognition of training towards
MRCPsych but trainees still have to do most of
their training in the UK. Also staff trained locally
and sent abroad for further training often do not
return and this has only partly been mitigated by
changes in British immigration laws. The impact
on a small island is significant.

In-service and postgraduate training needs to
be developed so that a greater proportion of
training can take place locally and trained psy
chiatrists overseas encouraged to return. While
Membership of the College and higher training
overseas have obvious merits the price paid is
losing our in-training manpower for up to eight
years. A planned local training programme meet
ing European community (European Union of
Medical Specialists, 1993) and College (Royal
College of Psychiatrists, 1993) criteria would
allow shorter training periods abroad andanticipate Malta's planned entry into the EC.

Mental health legislation
Malta's belated 1976 Mental Health Act is closely
based on Britain's 1959 Act but actually came
into force in September 1981 precisely two yearsbefore Britain's 1983 Act became law and does
not incorporate any of the amendments. This
alone should give some indication of the need for
an amended Act.

The way forward
Notwithstanding Malta's achievement in obtain
ing part recognition of training clearly much
remains to be done. Institutional psychiatry still
prevails and progress is hampered by resource
limitations and bureaucratic, organisational and
local cultural factors.

Important hurdles ahead include formulation
of a mental health policy coupled with amend
ment of the Mental Health Act and implemen
tation of manpower service and training
projections. Development of community residen
tial facilities will allow reduction in mental hos
pital beds. For the British a sense of dÃ©jÃ vu
perhaps but not for Malta. And Malta faces this
challenge armed with the experience of those it
seeks to learn from.

The institutionalising effect of large hospitals isdeplorable but the latter's containment of
society's less robust members cannot easily be
refuted. Recent reappraisals of the history of
institutional psychiatry have challenged the
attack by revisionist social historians and anti-
psychiatrists, re-asserting that mental insti
tutions did indeed save these patients from their
previously worse plight (Berrios & Freeman,
1991).

The consequences of rapidly closing down
mental hospitals without adequate community
provision, as in Italy, are known. In Trieste where
the system of psycho-social centres has worked
well, their mental hospital San Giovanni is still
not closed. Even where the community move
ment has been more gradual, as in the UK, this
has not been an unqualified success and mental
hospital funds have not always followed patients
into the community.

In measuring the success of community psy
chiatry, it is fair to consider not merely the
freedom of these patients but also their plight. A
significant number of vagrants have psychiatric
problems and there are indications that the clos
ing down of mental hospitals may merely transferpatients from "the back ward to the back alley"
(Klerman, 1977). In Malta one does not see many
vagrants.

Although Malta lags behind, the seeds of
progress have been sown. Mental health staffare
being attracted into the field through university
training initiatives. Psychiatrists trained in theUK will be returning which will upgrade Malta's
training potential and, by increasing manpower,release others to train in the UK. Malta's health
service is scheduled for major reorganis
ation with substantial financial investment. The
government has recently identified mental health
reform as a priority and has signed an agreement
for help from Leuven University in Belgium.
A mental health masterplan is being drawn
up and, as part of a major redevelopment
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programme, all acute psychiatric services will
start to be moved out of Mount Carmel Psychi
atric Hospital into general hospital based acute
and specialist units and into the community. A
smaller Mount Carmel Hospital will be upgraded
to meet the needs of those who will still need
longer term hospitalisation.

The whole health management structure in
Malta is being reorganised and senior managers
are being trained by Birmingham University
to achieve greater efficiency and top quality
management.
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